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center images 2, 3, are separated by a less distance than are
3, 4 and 1, 2. The two central images are slightly enlarged
reproductions of the form of holes 2 and 3, while images 1, 4,
are elongated
^
the vertical plane, the aberration from the edge
of the lens being the greater. Moving the screen nearer the
lens, the result is shown by (b), the screen is now at the focus
for the central portion of the lens, while the edges focus at a
shorter distance. By moving the screen still nearer the different
phases as shown (c), (d), and (e) may be seen. In the (e)
position, notice that the elongation of 1, 4, is now in the hori-
zontal plane.
GEOGRAPHY AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE.
By W. M. GREGORY,
Normal School, Cleveland, Ohio.
The world wide discussions raised by the many questions
before the Peace Conference in Paris are bringing very force-
fully to the people of America the importance of geography in
world affairs. The world wide responsibility that this country
has assumed demands a wide knowledge of the countries where
our credit and trade is extended. Every citizen is using
geographical ideas that before the war were unknown. Many
countries are looking to our wealth to develop their resources,
restore their losses, rebuild their shipping and revive their
finances. These activities demand geographical knowledge of
the highest type and our educational system must do its duty
in training our young people along these lines.
In the final peace terms and in shaping the articles of the
League of Nations the geographers of America have a very
important place. Special mention should be made of  the
Inquiry which is an organization authorized by President Wilson
to gather facts, prepare maps and collect data for the use of
the Peace Conference. The Inquiry commenced its work in
1917 under military guard in the building of the American
Geographical Society in New York. When President Wilson
sailed for France on December 4, 1918, the entire staff of the
Inquiry and the valuable records accompanied the presidential
party.
The questions under discussion at the Peace Conference
require the latest and most accurate information and maps that
can be procured. A large body of geographical facts have been
collected .and m^ide available for the u^e of the conference.
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Never before has geographical research been so highly regarded
and so useful as in the present affairs of the world*. Another
duty of the geographers connected with the Inquiry has been to
prepare a series of maps to visualize question of territorial
boundaries, trade routes, economics, resources, etc. A series of
more than sixty maps have been prepared under the super-
vision of Dr. Isaiah Bowman, Director of the American Geo-
graphical Society, Professor Mark Jefferson, Major D. W
Johnson, Major Lawrence Martin and other.
The peace negotiations will be greatly benefited by this series
of maps that have been made in America. Every pupil in
American schools will have an increased interest in these events
when they learn of the important part taken by these American
geographers at the Peace Conference.
The alert teachers may bring the vital questions of the world
war and its settlement before all students by obtaining these
maps for a nominal sum from the American Geographical
Society of New York. The interest of the world will be centered
for a generation upon the large question of the peace settlement
and their understanding is based largely upon a knowledge of
world geography. This wonderful collection of maps from the
American Geographical Society will do much to help the pupils
comprehend the present world wide problems.
One of the direct results of the war has been to demonstrate
to citizens the meagre character of their school geography.
Many schools have been quick to see this weakness and include
in their revised curricula more comprehensive courses in geog-
raphy. The citizen of tomorrow must have a knowledge of
world geography, a concept of the great industries, the use of
raw materials and the laws of trade and commerce.
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